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Here is the list of 25 accelerators in India to launch your digital health startup

Sr. No Name Location

1 Microsoft Bengaluru

2 Kstart (Google) Bengaluru

3 Cisco Launchpad Bengaluru

4 Catalyzer Startup Accelerator Hyderabad

5 50K Accelerator Hyderabad

6 GSF Accelerator Haryana 

7 Anscelerator Bengaluru

8 AIM Smart City Accelerator New Delhi, Delhi

9 TLabs Bengaluru
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10 Kyron Bengaluru

11 E-health TBI Bengaluru

12 Global Incubation Services Bengaluru

13 Startup Center Chennai

14 The Hatch New Delhi, Delhi

15 5ideas Haryana

16 Morpheus Chandigarh

17 Aarambh Ventures Haryana, India

18 Target Accelerator Bengaluru

19 Venture Nursery Mumbai

20 Zone Startups Mumbai

21 Amplifi Accelerator Mumbai

22 Appy Hours Bengaluru

23 Axilor Ventures Bengaluru

24 Brigade REAP Bengaluru

25 Business World – BW Accelerate New Delhi, Delhi

26 DesignGild Pune

Sr. No Name Location
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10 successful women entrepreneurs in digital health from Europe

Digitalisation of healthcare brought an extra speed in the industry. Latest innovation
and the blessing from latest information technology...
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10 Women entrepreneurs in digital health technology USA

Female entrepreneurship is on the rise and now are more than ever promoted
through media. There is no doubt...

+

50 Digital health, healthcare, medical events across Europe

50 Digital health, healthcare, medical events across Europe If your event is not listed
here please write a comment...

+

46 Digital health events in Germany

Here is the list of 46 digital health events in Germany Image
credit: www.istockphoto.com
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100 Digital health conferences in the US

Here is the list of 100 Digital health conferences in the US Image
credit: www.istockphoto.com

+

25 Banks loans for your digital health startup in India

The table lists 25 Banks loans for your digital health startup in India Source of
ratings: https://www.bankbazaar.com/personal-loan/business-start-up-loan.html
Image credit: www.istockphoto.com
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80 Incubators in India to launch your digital health startup

Here is the list of 80 incubators in India to launch your digital health startup Image
credit: www.istockphoto.com

+

60 Incubators in Germany to launch your technology /digital health startup

60 Incubators in Germany to launch your Technology /digital health startup
Please note that this list is not  comprehensive, feel...

Latest

AI personal assistant, Nimblr, integrates with Amazon Alexa to provide
better services to users
July 20, 2018

The future of green hospitals | Developing sustainable & energy
efficient hospital infrastructure
July 20, 2018

iBeat smartwatch to alert medical professionals in case of cardiac
arrest
July 20, 2018
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Verily, ResMed collaborate to develop sleep apnea treatments
July 19, 2018

Israeli healthcare startup receives FDA clearance for Coronary
Calcium Scoring algorithm 
July 19, 2018

US researchers develop smart bandage to monitor wound in real time,
administer medication
July 18, 2018

UK researchers 3D print Human Corneas for the first time
July 18, 2018

* indicates required
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